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Let N be a P-local nilpotent group. We say that N is jinitely generated (fg) as P-local group if 
there is a finite subset S of N such that the smallest P-local subgroup of N containing S is N 
itself; we could also say that S generates N as P-local group and write N = (S),,. If G is 
nilpotent, we say that G is finitely generated at every prime (fgp) if G, is fg as p-local group for 
all primes p. Such groups share with fg nilpotent groups many important properties (e.g., they 
are Hopfian). We show that they satisfy the axioms for a Serre class, as extended by Hilton and 
Roitberg to nilpotent groups. 
0. Introduction 
Serre introduced in [5] the notion of a Sure class of abelian groups. The axioms 
for such a class % would vary according to the purpose for which the class was 
introduced, but, in all cases, the object was to generalize the ‘example’ of the 
class consisting exclusively of the trivial group. Thus one calculates mod %‘, so that 
a homomorphism 4 : A+ B is %‘-injective ((e-surjective) if ker C#J (coker 4) 
belongs to %; and one obtains generalizations, for example, of the absolute 
Hurewicz theorem in homotopy by assuming that the l-connected space X has 
H,X E %, 2 5 i 5 n - 1, and deducing that the Hurewicz homomorphism 
h : rnX--+ H,X is a %‘-bijection. There is also a generalization of the relative 
Hurewicz theorem, but this requires stronger assumptions on the class %‘. 
The weakest axioms imposed by Serre were the following: 
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(AI) Given the short exact sequence A’ H A-w A”, we have A E % G A’,A” E 
ce. 
(AII) If A,B E 92, then A C3 B, Tor(A, B) E %. 
A further axiom, which came to be called the acycficity condition, is: 
(AIII) If A E %, then H,A E %‘, k 2 1. 
In [4] the authors extended Serre’s results to nilpotent spaces and quasi- 
nilpotent fibrations by generalizing Serre’s idea, introducing a Serre class of 
nilpotent groups. Thus axiom (AI) was replaced by: 
(NI) Given a central extension NM G + Q of nilpotent groups, we have 
GE%‘=N,QE%‘. 
However, instead of requiring axiom (AII), they chose to require either that all 
abelian groups A in % be finitely-generated (fg) or that, if A E %, then @A E %, 
where the direct sum is taken over any indexing set. Obviously either condition 
(in the presence of (AI)) implies (AII), while the second condition implies the 
stronger axiom (needed in the relative Hurewicz theorem) that, if A E %, then 
A Q? B E %? for any abelian group B. 
We propose in the present paper to revert to axioms (AII) and (AIII), so that 
an acyclic Serre class Ce of nilpotent groups is simply a class satisfying (NI), (AII), 
and (AIII). We will not lose by this, since the objective in [4] was to achieve the 
following consequences. 
Proposition 0.1. If N is nilpotent, then NE 72 s Nab E %. 
Proposition 0.2. If G’ H G -++ G” is a short exact sequence of nilpotent groups, 
then GE %YeGG’,G”~ %. 
Proposition 0.3. If G E %‘, then H,G E (e, k 2 1 
However, it is not difficult to show that Proposition 0.1 follows from (NI) and 
(AII); that Proposition 0.2 follows from Proposition 0.1 and (NI); and that 
Proposition 0.3 follows from (NI), (AII) and (AIII). 
The algebraic results (Part I) of [4] remain valid-so, indeed, do the proofs-if 
we interpret a Serre class of nilpotent groups in this way. This is important for us, 
since we wish to introduce a new Serre class which fails to be proper in the sense 
of [4]; and we wish to be able to call on those results even though they were only 
claimed, in [4], for proper Serre classes. 
To explain these new classes we choose an arbitrary family P of prime numbers 
and recall the P-localization functor in the category of nilpotent groups [2,3]. If S 
is a set of elements in the P-local group G, then we understand by (S) the 
subgroup of G generated by S, and by (S) p the smallest P-local subgroup of G 
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containing S. This notation is helpful since (S), is indeed the P-localization of 
(S). Further, we call (S), the P-local subgroup of G generated by S. We thus 
arrive at the notion of a finitely-generated P-local group; that is, a P-local group 
which is, in the above sense, finitely generated qua P-local group; we say that the 
P-local nilpotent group G is finitely generated (fg) if there exists a finite subset S 
of G such that (S) ,, = G. Obviously if G is abelian then G if fg as P-local group if 
and only if it is a finitely-generated Z.-module. 
We show that the class of nilpotent groups G such that G, is fg as P-local group 
forms a Serre class. Thus all the theorems of [4] apply to this class even though it 
is not a proper class. Now in [l] the authors introduced the notion of fgp nilpotent 
groups; these are nilpotent groups G such that G, is fg for all primes p. Obviously 
this is also a Serre class, very much larger than the (Serre) class of fg nilpotent 
groups. 
Section 1 contains the necessary preliminaries on generators of P-local nilpo- 
tent groups. Section 2 then discusses the new Serre classes. 
1. Generators of P-local nilpotent groups 
Let K be a P-local nilpotent group and let S be a set of elements of K; we write 
(S), for the smallest P-local subgroup of K containing S and say that (S), is 
P-generated by S. We also say that (S) p is finitely-generated (fg) if S is a finite set. 
We first establish that there is no conflict of notation! For (S) usually 
denotes-as it will in this paper-the subgroup of K generated by S; while, if H is 
a nilpotent group, H, usually denotes-as it will in this paper-the P-localization 
of H. To show that the two senses of (S), coincide, we prove the following 
simple proposition: 
Proposition 1.1. Let G be nilpotent, H c G, and let e : G+ G, P-localize. Then 
H, is the smallest P-local subgroup of G, containing eH. 
Proof. Let L be the smallest P-local subgroup of G, containing eH, and let 
e’ : H-+ L arise by restricting e : G + G,. Since HP is a P-local subgroup of G, 
containing eH, we have the commutative triangle 
By the universal property there exists f : H,+ L with fe = e’. Then ife = e, so 
that if = 1, and i is surjective. 0 
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Corollary 1.2. (S) p, as defined above, is the P-localization of the subgroup (S) 
of K generated by S. 
Proof. In this case e : K+ K is the identity and the role of H is played by (S). 
Obviously the smallest P-local subgroup of K containing S coincides with the 
smallest P-local subgroup of K containing (S). 0 
We now show that sets of generators of a P-local nilpotent group inherit the 
usual properties of group-generators. 
Proposition 1.3. Let f : K+ H be a homomorphism of P-local nilpotent groups 
and let S be a subset of K. Then f(S), = (fS),. 
Proof. Since f maps (S) onto ( fS), it follows, by P-localizing, that f maps (S), 
onto (fS) p. 0 
Proposition 1.4. Let N ts K A Q be a short exact sequence of P-local nilpotent 
groups. Suppose N is P-generated by S and that Q is P-generated by K T. Then K is 
P-generated by S U T. 
Proof. Let Q = ( KT), Z?= ~~‘0. Then N H l?+ Q is a short exact sequence of 
groups. Thus, since N is P-local and (2, = Q, it follows that l?, = K. Also it is 
plain that I?= (NU T), so that K= (NU T),. Obviously (SU T),c(NU 
T),;ontheotherhand,N=(S).~(SUT),andT~(SUT),,soNUT~ 
(SU T)r, whence (NU T),C (SU T),,. Thus K= (SU T)r. Cl 
Theorem 1.5. A P-local subgroup of an fg P-local nilpotent group is fg. 
Proof. Let G be a P-local nilpotent group and H a P-local subgroup of G. If 
G=(S).withSfinite,letG=(S),H=(S)nH.ThenHisasubgroupofanfg 
nilpotent group, hence itself fg. Moreover, P-localization respects finite intersec- 
tions of subgroups [2], so that H,, = (S) ,, II H = H, whence H is fg as P-local 
group. 0 
Corollary 1.6. Let NH K ++ Q be a short exact sequence of P-local nilpotent 
groups. Then K is fg if and only if N and Q are fg. 
Proof. We put together Propositions 1.3, 1.4 and Theorem 1.5. 0 
Remark. We note, in connection with Proposition 1.4, that if S,T are subsets of 
the P-local nilpotent group K, then 
(SU T)p= (S),(T),. 
This follows from the fact that (S U T) = (S) ( T) and Theorem 1.2(ii) of [2]. 
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We now concentrate on fg P-local nilpotent groups. We know that, if G is a 
P-local nilpotent group, then its abelianization G,, is also P-local. We prove the 
following theorem: 
Theorem 1.7. Let G be a P-local nilpotent group. Then G is fg if and only if G,, is 
f&7. 
Proof. Proposition 1.3 makes it immediately obvious that G,, is fg if G is fg. 
Conversely, suppose G,, is fg as P-local group. Let T’G be the ith term of the 
lower central series of G (we start with T”G = G). Then there is a surjective 
homomorphism 
@G a,, + T’-‘GIT’G 
from the i-fold tensor power of G,, to Y’-i 
so is (8’ Gab, 
GIT’G. Since G,, is an fg Z.-module, 
and so therefore is T’~‘GIT’G. We consider now the short exact 
sequence 
r’-‘GIT’G - GIT’G -+ G/T’-‘G , i 2 1 , (1) 
and show by induction on i that G/T’G is fg as P-local group. This is plainly true 
by hypothesis if i = 1. If we assume that GIY’G is fg as P-local group, then we 
may invoke Corollary 1.6 and the fact that T’-‘G/T’G is fg as Z,,-module (and 
hence as P-local group) to infer from (1) that GIP’G is fg as P-local group. Since 
G is nilpotent, T’G = (1) for some c, so that G itself is fg as P-local group. 0 
We know that if G is a P-local group then so is H,G, k 2 1. We prove the 
following theorem: 
Theorem 1.8. Let G be a P-local group. Then G is fg if and only if HkG is fg, for 
all kzl. 
Proof. We already know that if H,G is fg so is G, since H,G = G,,. Thus we must 
prove that the homology groups HkG, k 2 1, are fg as L,-modules if G is fg as 
P-local group. 
Now let G = (S), with S finite. If G = (S), then G is an fg nilpotent group 
with GP = G. Then HkG = H,G, = (HkC?)P and H,G is an fg abelian group. 
Thus H,G is an fg Z,-module. 0 
2. On Serre classes 
We recall from the Introduction that an (acyclic) Serre class % of abelian groups 
is a non-empty class satisfying 
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(AI) Given the short exact sequence A’ ts A + A”, we have A E %’ e A’, A” E 
(AII) I? A,B E %, then AC3 B, Tor(A, B) E % 
(AIII) If A E %, then H,A E ($2, k 2 1. 
We also recall that this notion was extended to classes of nilpotent groups in [4]. 
The axioms we adopt here for an (acyclic) Serre class of nilpotent groups are the 
following: 
(NI) Given the central extension NH G + Q, we have G E % e N,Q E %. 
(NII) If A,B are abelian members of %, then A @ B, Tor(A, B) E %. 
(NIII) If A is an abelian member of Ce, then H,A E Vi’, k 2 1. 
However, it then turns out (see the Introduction) that we have: 
(i) Given the short exact sequence G’ M G+ G” of nilpotent groups, G E 
%BG’,G”E %. 
(ii) If GE %, th en HkG E %, k 2 1. 
(iii) If G is nilpotent, then GE % e G,, E %. 
We now point out the following: 
Theorem 2.1. The class of nilpotent groups G such that G, is fg as P-local group is 
a Serre class. 
Proof. Axiom (NI) is guaranteed by Corollary 1.6 and the exactness of localiza- 
tion. Axiom (NII) follows from the facts that 
(A@B),=A,@B,, Tor(A, B)p = Tor(A,, B,) , 
together with Lemma 2.2 below. Axiom (NIII) follows from Theorem 1.8, 
together with the fact that HkGp = (HkG)p. 0 
Lemma 2.2. If A,,B, are fg Z,-modules, then so are A, @ B,, and Tor(A,, B,,). 
Proof. We should first explain the way Z, acts on A, @ B,. Now we know that 
A p @ B, is P-local, so we have fa C9 b = a @3 fb for f E Zp, with s a PI-number. 
Thus we let Zp act on A, @ B, by 
h.(a@b)=Aa@b=a@Ab, AEZ,, aEA,,bEB,. 
Now let A +, be generated as Z,-module by a,, a*, . . . , a, ; likewise let B, be 
generated as Z,-module by b,, b,, , b,. Thus if a = c h,a,, b = c p,b,, 
Ai,y E Zp, then 
a @ b = c Aipj . (a, 63 bj) , 
r.j 
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so that A, C3 B, is fg as Z,-module. Present A P by means of the free fg 
Z,-module FP and let R, be the kernel of FP+ A,. Since Z, is a p.i.d., it follows 
that R, is fg. Since FP is flat as abelian group, it follows that Tor(A,, BP) = 
ker(R, 8 BP+ FP 8 BP). But, as we have already proved that R, 63 B, is fg as 
Z,-module; so therefore is the submodule Tor(A,, BP). 0 
NOW obviously the intersection of a family of Serre classes is again a Serre class. 
Thus we conclude the following: 
Corollary 2.3. The class of fgp nilpotent groups [l] is a Serre class. 0 
Various related classes of nilpotent (or abelian) groups have been considered 
[l]. Thus an abelian group A is fg-like if there exists an fg abelian group B such 
that A, z B,, for all p. Obviously every fg-like abelian group is fgp but the 
converse is false; for example, @, Zip is obviously fgp but not fg-like. Indeed an 
fgp abelian group is fg-like if and only if its torsion subgroup is finite. It is also 
plain that fg-like abelian groups do not form a Serre class. The axiom which fails 
is that part of axiom AI which assests that if A belongs then every quotient of A 
belongs. For let A C Cl! be generated by the set of rationals h for all p. It is plain 
that A, z Z,, for all p, so that A is fg-like. On the other hand, A/Z = @, Zip. 
Interestingly, this is the only axiom which fails. For using the criterion given 
above, it is clear that a subgroup of an fg-like abelian group is fg-like and that an 
abelian extension of an fg-like group by an fg-like group is fg-like. Further, we 
have, quite obviously, the following: 
Proposition 2.4. If A is B-like and A’ is B’-like, then A 63 A’ is (B @ B’)-like, 
Tor(A, A’) is Tor(B, B’)-like, H,A is H,B-like. 0 
An fgp group A is special if TA is a direct summand. Then fg-like abelian 
groups are special, but the converse is false. Bob Militello (unpublished) has 
given an example of a special fgp group A admitting a subgroup which is not 
special. Here, again, axioms (AII) and (AIII) hold for the class of special fgp 
abelian groups. 
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